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W.C. Johnson
tried to get Rosedale to speak, but they wouldn't.

Letter from C. Wood 12/15/64 WC to W. M. Woodward & Cleveland vs. Negroes "registering like sheep" registration repeal of Civil Rights Act organized white VR public neighborhood or private schools

Mr. Cornwall: asking the cooperation of Baltimore County - I'm not afraid of dying if I hadn't meant to do anything I wouldn't do County Chairman calls on Rosedale

Frank embarrassed, speaks as
temp'y chairman

applause led by Mr. Cornwall

talk about going to Washington, a car from Rosedale

other car, called on, not present

Shaw will report money raised to Artz Chunn

People from Shaw here, definitely

Fund raising for D.C. not yet off the ground, plenty of people in movement in Shaw,

Chocair, Promised fund—told gentlemans from

Address...told Chunn's

Promised fund—request for Chunn's address

Call Rom- lady from Shaw for
number of people going to D.C. — we want a lot of people

Mrs. Lindup as V-Chmn. in Cleveland: 3 people and maybe herself

Bob A. announces difficulties starting organization: will discuss delegation tomorrow night

Rev. Sunny — went to D.C. in 62 after getting out of jail — tells of going to White House (can't remember) Congress, J.D., etc. etc. just laughed

Handing out books which Raehult had to spare

Psycho analysis about Betty Murray — vocational training classes in
Mississippi to provide vocational training for workers in new industries.

Mr. Crennell: Learn how to fill out blanks, go down & register at school in Clarksdale & M.B. & expenses to Cleveland — Another county meeting — Here Wed., after noon at 7:30.

announcement of Clarksdale James...